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PREAMBLE

The objective of system planning is to evolve a power system with a level of

performance characterised by ur acceptable degree of adequacy and security based on

.i rrade-off between costs and risks involved. lnsofar as power transmission systems are

Jtrflceffrecl, there are no wiclely adopteduniform guiclelines which determine the criteria

ior-transmission planning vis-a-vis acceptable degree of adequacy and security. The

criteria generally clepencls on the factors such as availability of generation vis-a-vis

,.Jemand, voltage levels, size and configuration of the system, control and communication

facilities, andresourceconstraints. Practices inthis regardvary fi'om country to country.

The common theme inthe various approaches is the " acceptable systempetfotmance".

Even though the factors affecting system performance ale probabilistic in nature,

deterministic approach has been used most commonly, being rather easy to apply. For

adoptilg probabilistic approach, long operating experience and availability of reliable

statistical dataregarding perfoimance of systemcomponents, nameiy equipmentfailure

rate, ogtage duration, etc. are essential. Such data arc presently being compiled by a few

utiliries; but these are still inadequate to go in for a totally probabilistic approach. Hence

it is considered pruclent to adopt a cleterministic approach for the present with a

committed thrust towards progressive adoption of probabilistic approach (An Action

plan for adoption of probabilistic approach has been initiated). Keeping in line with the

above broad approach, this manual covers the planning criteria proposed to be used in

evolving powertransmission system on rcgional basis (EHV AC - 132 kV & above and

HVDC), ultimately leading to an All lndia Power Grid'

A brief write-up on Operational Standards andDatapreparation fortransmission

planning studies is also annexed to the manual.



1.

1.2

SCCIPE

The Plannin-e Criteria detailecl herein are primarily meant for Long Telm

Perspective (10 years and above) and Medium Term (5-10 years)

Transmission Planning Sruclies of large inter-connected power systems.

The manual covers in detail the planning philosophy, loacl clemands and

generation clespatches to be consiclerecl and security standards. It also

indicates the broacl scope of system studies ancl gives guide-lines forprovision

of reactive compensation and for planning of substations as are relevant to

perspective transmission system planning. A list of definitions of tems used

in the manllal is also aPPended.

PLANNING PHILOSOPHY & GE,NERAL GUIDELINES

The transmission system shalt be planned on the basis of regional self-

sufficiency with an ultimate objective of evolving a National Power Grid.

The regional self-sufficiency criteria based on load generation balance may

still clictate to have inter-regional exchanges with adequate inter-connection

capacity at appropriate points taking into account the topology of the two

networks, the plant mix consideration, generation shortages due to forced

outages, cliversity in weather pattem and load forecasting efrors in "either

regions. Such inter-r'egional power exchanges shall also be considered in

these studies.

T'he system shall be evolved based on detailed power system studies which

shall include

D Power Flow Studies

2.

2.1

2.2



ii)

iii)

Short Circuit Studies

Stability Studies (including transienr stability, voltage stability and

steady state oscillatory stability studies)

2.3

iv) EMTP studies to determine switching / temporary overvoltages

Note: Voltage stability, oscillatory stability and EMTp studies may not

form part of perspective planning studies. These are however
required to be done before any scheme report is finalised.

The adequacy of the transmission system should be tested for different
feasible load generation scenarios as detailed in para 3.

The following options may be considered for stengthening of the

transmission network.

Addition of new Transmission lines to avoid overloading of existing

system. ( whenever three or more circuits of the same voltage class

arc envisagedbetween two sub stations, thenext transmissionvoltage

should also be considered.)

Application of Series Capacitors in existing transmission line to
increase power transfer capability.

Upgradation of the existing AC transmission lines

Reconductoring of the existing AC transmission line withhighersize

conductors or with AAAC.

2.4
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2.5

Adoption of multi-voltage level and multi-circuit transmission lines.

The choice shall be based on cost, reliability, right-of-way requirements,

energy losses, clown time (in case of upgradation and reconductoring options)

etc. Tlhe adoption of existing or emerging semi conductor based technology

(e.g. FACTS) in transmission upgradation may also be kept in view.

ln case of generating station close to a major load centre, sensitivity of its

complete closure with loacls to be met (to the extent possible) from other

generating stations (refer para 3.3.3) shall also be studied.

trn case of transmission system associated with Nuclear Power Stations

there shall be two independent sources of power supply for the purpose.of

providing start-up power facilities. Furlher the angle between staft-up

power source and the NPP switchyard should be, as far as possible,

maintained within 10 degrees.

The evacuation system for sensitive power stations viz., Nuclear Power

Stations, shall generally be planned so as to terminate it at large load centres

to facilitate islanding of the power station in case of contingency.

Where only two circuits are planned for evacuation of power from a

generating station, these should be ( as far as possibie) two single circuit

lines instead of a double circuit line.

Reactive power flow ttrrough ICTs shall be minimal. Normally it shall not

exceed ly7o of the rating of the ICTs. Wherevervoltage onHV side of ICT

is less than 0.975 pu no reactive power shall flow through ICT.

ThermalA{uclear Generating units shall normally not run at leading power

factor. However, forthepulpose of charging generatingunitmaybe allowed

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.rA

2.9
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2.II

3.2

3.2.1

3.2.2

to operate at leading power factor as per the respective capability curve.

Inter-regional links shall, in the present context, be plannecl as asynchronous
ties unless otherwise pemitted from operational consideration.

LOAD. GENERATION SCENARIOS3.

3.r The load-generation scenarios shall be workecl out
pragmatic manner the daily and seasonal variations
generation availability.

LOAD DEMANDS

so as to reflect in a

in load demand ancl

The profile of annual and daily demancls will be cletermined fiompast data.
These clata will usually give the clemancl at grid supply points and for the
whole system identifying the annual and daily peak clemand.

Active Power (MW)

The system peak demands shall be basecl on the latest reports of Electric
Power survey (EPS) Comrnittee. ln case these peak loacl figures are
more than the peaking availability, the loacls will be suitably acljusted
substation-wise to match with the availability. The loacl demancls at other
periods (seasonal variations ancl minimum loads) shall be clerivecl baseclon
the annual peak demand ancl past pattem of loacl variations

From practical consiclerations the load variations over the year shall be
considered as under:

4



3.2.3

Annual Peak Load

Seasonal variation in Peak loads (conesponding to high thermal and

high hydro generation)

Minimum load.

Off -Peak Load relevant where Pumped Storage Plants are involved

or inter-r'egional exchanges arc envisaged.

Reactive power (MVAR)

Reactive power plays an imporlant role in EHV transmission system

planning and hence forecast of reactive power demand on an area-wise or

substation-wise basis is as important as active power forecast. This forecast

would obviously require adequate data on the reactive power demands at

the different substations as well as the projected plans for reactive power

compensation.

For developing an optimal power system, the utilities must clearly spell out

the substation-wise maximum and minimum demand in MWs and MVARs on

seasonal basis. This will require compilation of past data in order to arrive at

reasonably accurate load forecast. Recognising the fact that this data is

presently not available it is suggested that pending availability of such data,

the load power factor at 22Afi32KV voltage ievels shall be taken as

0.85 lag during peak load condition and 0.9 lag during light load condition

excepting areas feeding predominantly agricultural loads where powerfactor

can be taken as 0.75 and 0.85 for peak load and light load conditions

respectively.. In areas where power factor is less than the limit specified

above, it shall be the responsibility of the respective utility to bring



3.3

3.3.1

,1 .J.Z

the load power factot' to these limits by provicling shunt capacitors
at appropriate places in the system.

GENERATIONI DESPATCHES

Generation despatch of Hydro and ThermalAr{uclear units would be

determined judiciously on the basis of hydrology as well as schecluled

maintenance program of the Generating Stations. The norrns for working
out the peaking availability of different types of generating units is given

at Annex I. [n case of nuclear units the minimum level of output shall be taken

as not less than JTc/a of the ratecl capacity.

Generation despatches correspondin-g to the foliowing operating conditions
shall be considered depending on the nature and characteristics of the

sysiem

Annual Peak Load

Maximum thermal generation

Maximum hydro generation

Annual Nlinimurn Load

Special area despatches

Special despatches corresponding to hi-uh agricrrltural load with low
power factor, wherever applicable

6
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:

Off peak conditions with maximum pumping load where Punrped

Storage stations exist and also with the inter-regional exchanges,

il'envisaged

- Complete closurc of a generating station close to a major load centre.

The generation despatch for purpose of carrying out sensitivity studies

corresponding to complete closure of a generating station close to a major

troad centre shali be wortecl out by increasing generation at other stations to

the extent possible keeping in view the maximum likely availability at these

stations,. ownership pattenl, sharcs, etc.

PERMISSIBI,E LINE LOADING LTMITS

Permissible line loading limit clepend on many factors such as voltage

regulation, stability and current carrying capacity (thermal capacity) etc.

While Surge Impeclance Loacling (SIL) gives a general idea of the loading

capabitity of the line, it is usual to loacl the short lines above StrL and long lines

lower than SIL (because of the stability limitations). SIL at different voltage

levels is given at Annex -II. Annex-II also shows line loading (in terms of surge

impedance loading of uncompensated line )as a function of line length

assuming a voltage regulation of 5o/o ancl phase angular clifference of 300

between the two encls of the line. In case of shunt compensatecl lines, the SIL

will get reduced by a factor k, where

ft- t

For lines whose permissible line loading as detetmined from the cuwe

higher than the thermal loacling limit, permissible loading limit shall

restrictecl to thermal loading limit.

IS

be
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4.2 Thermal loading limits are generally decided by design practice on the basis

of ambient temperature, maximum permissible conductor temperature. wind

velocity, etc. In lndia, the ambient temperatufes obtaining in the various palIs

of the country ar-e different ancl vary considerably during the various seasons

of the year. Designs of transmission line with ACSR conductors in EHV

systems will normally be based on a conductor temperatule limit of 75 " C'

However, for sotne of the existing lines which have been designed for a

conductortemperatufe of 65'C the loading shallbe coffespondingly reduced'

In the case of AAAC conductors, maximum conductortemperature limit will

be taken as 85 " C. The maximum permissible line loadings in respect of

standarcl sizes of ACSR and AAAC cond'ctors employecl in EFIV

transmis s ion lines for clifferent ambient temperatures and different maximum

conductor temperatul€s are given in Annex-III and the same can be followed

if permitted by stability and voltage regulation consideration'

STEADY STATE VOLTAGE LIMITS5.

The steady state voltage shall be maintained within the limits given below

VOUIAGE (kV rms)

Nominal I Maximum lMinimum

T6slaooltza
4001+zolrso
22olz+slle8
132 I t+s | 122

Note:The step change in voltage may exceecl the above limits where

simultaneous double circuit outages of 400 kV lines are considered'

InsuchcasesitmaybenecessarytosupplementdynamicVAR
resources at sensitive nodes'

8
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i)

6.1

I

TEMPORARY OVERVOLTAGES due to sudden load rejection .

420 kv system 1.5 p.u. peak phase to neutfal ( 343 kV = I p.u. )

800 kv system 1.4 p.u. peak phase to neutfal ( 653 kV = 1 p.u.)

SWITCHING OVBRVORAGES
420kVsystem2.5p.u.peakphasetoneutral(343kV
S00kVsysteml.gp.u.peakphasetoneutral(653kV

6. SECURITY STANDARDS:

p.u.)
p.u.)

'l'he security standards are dictated by the operational requirements'

A brief write-r.rp on the same is given at Annex -tV'

For the pufpos(' of transmission planning the following security standards

shall be follou'ctl:

6.2 STEADY STATE OPERATION

As a general rule, the EHV grid system shall be capable of

withstanding without necessitating load shedcling or rescheduling'of

generation, the follor','ing contingencies:

Outage of a 132 kV D/C line or,

outage of a22o kV D/C line or'

Outage of 400 kV single circuit line or,

Outage of 765 kV single circuit line or

Outage of one pole of HVDC Bipolar line or

Outage of an Interconnecting Transfotmer



The above contingencies shall be considered assuming a pre-

contingency system depletion (planned outage) of another 224

kV double circuit line or 400 kV single circuit line in another

corridor and not emanating from the same substation. All the

generating plants shall operate within their reactive capability curves

and the network voltage profile shall also be maintained within voltage

limits specified in para 5.

The power evacuation system from major generating station/

complex shall be adequate to withstand outage of a 400 kV Double

Circuit line if the terain indicates such a possibility.

In case of large load complexes with clemands exceeding 1000 MW the

need for load shedding in the event of outage of a 400 kV Double circuit

line shall be assessed and keptminimum. System strengthening required,

if any, on account of this shall be planned on an individual case-to-case

basis.

The maximum angular separation between any two adjacent buses

shall not normally exceed 30 degrees.

6.3 STABILITY C ONSIDERATIONS

Transient Stabi,lity

The system shall remain stable under the contingency of outage

of single largest unit.'

The system shall remain stable under the contingency of a

temporary single-phase-to-ground fault on a 765 s/c kV line

close to the bus assuming single pole opening of the faulted

ii)

i ii)

iv)

A.

i)

ii)

l0



iii)

phase frombothends s/ in 100 msec (5 cycles) and successful

reclosure (dead time I sec).

The system shall be able to sulive a single phase-to-groundfault

on a 400 kV line close to the bus as per following criteria:

A. 400 kV S/C line : System shall be capable of withstanding a

permanent fault. Accordingly, single pole opening ( 100 msec) of

the faulted phase and unsuccessful reclosure (dead time 1 sec.)

followed by 3-pole opening (100 msec) of the faulted line shall

be considered.

B. 400 kV D/C line : System shall be capable of withstanding

a pelmanent fault on one of the circuits when both circuits are in

seryice and a transient fault when the system is already depleted

with one circuit undermaintenance/outage. Accordingly, 3 pole

opening (100 msec) of the faulted circuit shall be considered

when both circuits are assumed in operation ( single pole

opening and unsuccessful auio-r'eclosure is not considered

generally in long 400 kV D/C lines since the reclosure facility is

bypassed when both circuits are in operation, due to difficulties

in sizing of neutral grounding reactors) and single pole opening

( 100 msec ) of the faulted phase with successtul rcclosute (dead

time I sec) when only one circuit is in service.

ln case of 2201132 kV networks, the system shall be able to

suryive a three-phase fault with a fault clearing time of I 60 msec

(8 cycles) assuming 3-pole opening.

iv)

l1



v) The system shall

station resulting

HVDC tsipoles

be able to survive a fault in HVDC converter

in permanent outage of one of the poles of

B.

B e slde s t lrc a h oy e the sy st ent ma y a I s o b e s ubj e c't e d t o rare c on ti n g en t' i e s

like outag,e of HVDC bipole, delayed.fault clearance clue to str'rck

breaker conclitiorts et(. The impact 0.f these on system stctbility niay

also be studiedv,hile u,orking out the cle.fence me chanisms re cluirecl in

system opet'ation such as load shedcling, ge.neratirtn resc:hedttlirtg,

islanding, etc.

Voltage stability

Each bus shall operate above knee point of Q-V curve under normzll

as well as the contingency conditions as discussed atbove in para 6.2.

Steady State Oscillatory Stability

The steacly state oscillatory stability may be evaluated through Eigen-

value ernalysis. In case all the real parls of Ei-{en-values of linearized

system matrix are negative, the system may be considered to have

steady state oscillatory stability.

REACTIVE POWER COMPENSATION

Shunt Capacitors

Reactive Compensation should be provided as far as possible in the low

voltage systems with a view to meeting the reactive power requirements

of load close to the load points thereby avoiding the neecl for VAR transfer

C.

7.

7.1

1,2
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1)

7.2.t

from high voltage system to the low voltage system. In the cases where

network below 1321220 kV Voltage level is not represented in the system

planning studies, the shunt capacitors required for meeting the reactive

powef requirements of loacls shall be provided at the 1321220 kV buses.

Shunt Reactors

Switchable reactors shall be provided at EHV substations for controlling

voltages within the limits defined in the Para 5 without resorling to

switching-off of lines. The size of reactors should be such that under steady

state conclition, switching on and off of the reactors shall not cause

a voltage change exceeding 5To.Thestandard sizes (MVAR) of reactors are

400 kV (3-ph units) 50, 63

50, 63

&
&

80 at 420 kV

t10 at 800 kV765 kV (l-ph units)

Fixed line reactors may be provided to control Temporary Power

Frequency overvoltage fafter all voltage regulation action has taken place]

within the limits as defined in para 5 under all probable operating conditions.

Line reactors (switchable/controlled fixed) may be provided if it is 'not

possible to charge EHV line without exceeding the voltage limits defined

in para 5. The possibility of reducing pre-charging voltage of the charging

end sha.ll also be considered in the context of establishing the need for

reactot's.

Static VAR ComPensation (SVC)

Static Var Compensation shall be provided where found necessary to damp

the power swings and providethe system stability underconditions defined

1 .2.2

1.2.3

7.3

7 .3.1

13



8.

8.1

8.2

in the para 6 on "security Standards ". The dynamic range of static
compensators shall not be utilized under steacly state operating condition as

far as possible.

SUB-STATION PLANNING CRITERIA

The requirements in respect of EHV sub-stations in a system such as the total
load to be catered by the sub-station of a particular voltage level, its
MVA capacity, number of feeders permissible etc. are important to the

planners so as to provide an idea to them about the time for going in for
the adoption of next higher voltage level sub-station and also the number of
substations required for meeting aparticular quantum of load. Keeping these

in view the following criteria have been laid down for planning an EHV
substation:

The maximum fault level on any neu, substation bus shoulcl not exceed

80 Va of the rated rupturing capacity of the circuit breaker. The2}Vo margin

is intended to take care of the increase in short-circuit levels as the system
grows. The ratedbreaking cuffentcapabilityof switchgearat differentvoltage
levels may be taken as -

r32 kY - 25l31kA

220 kv - 31.5/40 kA
400 kv - 40kA

765 kV - 40kA

8.3 Higher breaking current capability would require

the terminal equipment and shall be avoided as

major design change

far as possible.

m
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8.6

I

i

i

b"+ The capacity of any single sub-station at different voltage levels shall

normally exceed :

765 kV 2500 MVA

400 kv 1000 MVA

220 kY 320 MVA

132 kV 150 MVA

8.5 Size and number of interconnecting transformers (ICTs) shall be planned in

such a way that the outage of any single unit would not over load the remaining

ICT(s) or the underlying sYstem.

A stuck breaker condition shall not cause disruption of more than four feeders

for 220kV system and two feeders for 400 kV system and one feeder for

765 kV system.

15



1.

DEFINITIONS

System Elements : All switchable components of a transmission system

such as Transmission lines, transfotmers, reactors etc'

2. Contingency : Temporary removal of one or more systern elements from

seryice. The cause or reason for such removal may be a fault, planned

maintenance/rePair etc.

Single Contingency : The contingency arising out of removal of one

system element from service .

Double Contingency : The contingency arising out of removal of two

system elements from seryice.It inclucies aDlC line, two S/C lines in

s:rme corriclor or different con'idors, a S/C line and a transfotmer etc'

Rare contingency : Temporary removal of complete generating

station or complete sub-station (inclucling all the incoming &

outgoing feeclers anct transfbrmers) from selice, HVDC bipole and

stuck breaker condition.

AnnualpeakLoad : Itisthesimultaneous maximum detnarrd of the system

being stuclied. It is basecl on latest Electric Power Sr-rnrey (EPS) or total

peaking power availability, whichever is less'

4" Minimum Load : It is the expectecl minimum system demand and is

cletermined tiom average ratio of annual peak load and minimum load

observecl in the system tor the last 5 years '

i)

ii)

iii)

3.

L]



5. Maximum Hydro Generation : It is the condition when hydro power
availability is maximum during the year. It is also known as High Ftrydro

condition.

6. Maximum Thermal Generation : It is the condition when hydro
generation is low (not necessarily minimum) and thermal generation is kept
maximum to meet seasonal peak loads (not necessarily annual peak load).In
other words it is the condition when the gap between monthly peak demand
and hydro power availability is maximum.

7. Special Area Despatch : It is the condition whenpower output form all the
generating stations located in a arca ( in close proximity) is kept at the
maximum feasible level.

Maximum Feasible Level of a generating station is the maximum power
output when all the units in a power station are in service assuming no
planned or forced outages. However, in case of power station/complex
where six or more units exist, for every six units one unit - second largest
- is assumed to be under annual planned maintenance.

Illustration: Wltile preparing special qrea despatclt fo, Vindhyacltal
(6X210 MW + 2X500 MW) & Korba (3X200 MW + 2X500 MW) c:ontplex,

one unit of 210 MW is assumed qs under maintenance. at Vincllryachal anrl

one unit of 200 MW at Korha.

8. System Stability : A stable power system is one in which synchronous

machines, when perlurbed, will either retum to their original state if there is

no change in exchange of power or will acquire new state asymptotically
without losing synchronism. Usually the perturbationcauses a transient
that is oscillatory in nature, but if the system is stable the oscillations will be

damped.

18



9.

1t].

n.

[2.

13.

14.

15.

16.I

i

Damping : A system is said to be adequately damped when halving time of
the least damped electro-mechanical mode of oscillation is not more than

5 seconds.

C)scillatory Stability: When voltage or rotor angle oscillations are

positively damped following a grid disturbance, the systern is said to have

oscillatory stability.

Voltage Stability : It is the ability of a system to maintain voltage so that when

load admittance is increased, loadpowerwill also increase so that bothpower
and voltage are controllable.

Transient Stability : This refers to the stability following a major

disturbance (faults, opening of a major line, tripping of a generator) and

relates to the first few swings following disturbance.

Temporary overvoltages : These are powerfrequency overuoltages produced

in a power system due to sudden load rejection, single-phase-to -grouhd

faults, etc.

Switching overvoltages : These overvoltages generated during switching of
lines, transformers and reactors etc. having wave fronts 250/25AA

micro sec.

Surge Impedance Loading : It is the unit powerfactor load overa resistance

line such that series reactive loss (I2X) along the line is equal to shunt

capacitive gain (V2Y). Under these conditions the sending end and receiving

endvoltages andcurrentareequal inmagnitudebut different inphaseposition.

Thermal capacity of line: It is the amount of current that can be carried by

a line conductor without exceeding its design operating temperature .

t9




